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Abstract

Clear cells in thyroid neoplasms can take two main forms: balloon-shaped and signet-ring cells. Balloon-shaped cell change in follicular
adenoma is rare. A review of the literature has revealed only 20 previously published cases. We report herein a new case in the right thyroid
lobe of a 45-year-old man. The clinicopathological data of the 21 cases including our paper have revealed that the ages of the patients
ranged from 22–70 years, with a mean of 41.6 years. There was a clear predominance in women (M:F, 1:6). The most frequent location was
in either of both lobes (81.8%), rarely affecting the isthmus. One case was observed in an ectopic thyroid in the submandibular region. The
size ranged from 0.7–5.5 cm (mean 2.9 cm). The type of surgical intervention where this data was reported it was lobectomy for 10 (55.5%)
cases, thyroidectomy for six (33.3%) cases, and simple excision for two (11.1%) cases. In one patient, the lobectomy was accompanied by
cervical lymph node dissection. No cases recurred or extended outside the thyroid. The main differential diagnoses include intrathyroidal
clear cell tumor of parathyroid origin, clear cell carcinoma of follicular, oncocytic, papillary, medullary or undifferentiated (anaplastic) origin,
paraganglioma, metastatic clear cell carcinoma, especially of renal origin, metastatic balloon cell melanoma, and clear large-cell lymphoma.
A thyroid lesion showing clear cell change constitutes a diagnostic challenge in cytological and biopsy diagnosis. Careful observation of the
routine techniques along with the aid of an adequate immunohistochemical panel is essential to reach a correct biopsy diagnosis.
Keywords: thyroid, follicular adenoma, clear cell change, balloon-cell change, signet-ring cell change, fine-needle aspiration
cytology.

 Introduction
Clear cell thyroid neoplasms are very uncommon
and include rare cases of follicular adenoma, oncocytic
neoplasms, follicular, papillary, medullary, undifferentiated (anaplastic) carcinomas [1, 2] and certain large-cell
lymphomas that may arise in the gland or affect it
secondarily [3]. Other conditions with clear cell change
comprise cases of ectopic parathyroid in the thyroid gland,
dyshormonogenetic goiter, Hashimoto’s thyroiditis, and
nodular hyperplasia [4]. In addition, metastatic clear cell
carcinoma principally from the kidney can manifest as a
thyroid enlargement [5, 6].
In thyroid lesions, clear cells may represent a minor
portion, a predominant component, or the exclusive
element. Primary epithelial thyroid tumors in which clear
cells constitute 75% or more of the tumor cells have been
designed as clear cell tumors [4].
There has been some controversy regarding the potential
aggressiveness of thyroid neoplasms with clear cells and
whether they should be considered a specific entity. Most
neoplasms with abundant clear cells have been considered
in older classifications of thyroid tumors as clear cell
carcinomas [1, 7] or atypical adenomas [8]. Furthermore,
recently some authors assert that clear cell change in
thyroid neoplasia should raise the possibility of follicular
carcinoma [9].
Clear cells in benign thyroid neoplasms can take two
main forms namely: balloon cells [10] and signet-ring

cells [11, 12]. Balloon cells are large swollen cells with
clear foamy or finely granular cytoplasm. Signet-ring cells
are characterized by the accumulation of intracytoplasmic
materials in a large vacuole that displaces the nucleus to
the periphery of the cell, causing a crescent-like appearance.
Aim
We report herein, a case of diffuse clear cell follicular
adenoma of the thyroid and review the literature. The
cells adopted a balloon-shaped morphology. Ballooncell change in thyroid adenoma has been reported rarely.
In fact, as far as we are aware only 20 cases have been
described in the literature, one in an ectopic thyroid in
the submandibular region [1, 10, 13–21].
 Case presentation
A 39-year-old man presented to the Neurology Clinic
for paralysis of the left arm and half of the left face of
a transient nature. A diagnostic of transient ischemic
accident and antiphospholipid syndrome was established
and treated with acetylsalicylic acid and folic acid. During
the physical examination, a thyroid nodule was detected
in the right lobe. It showed good mobility on palpation.
The ultrasound (US) study revealed a single solid hypoechoic nodule with well-defined limits and peripheral
vascularization, in the lower pole of the right lobe, the
major axis of which was 1 cm. This nodule was classified
as Thyroid Imaging Reporting and Data System (TI-RADS)
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4a. In addition, a slightly hypoechogenic polylobed lesion
with no well-defined limits was detected in the middle
third of the left lobe, 1.15 cm in maximum diameter. The
lesion was also classified as TI-RADS 4a. No cervical
enlarged lymph nodes were observed. Fine-needle aspiration cytology (FNAC) diagnoses were follicular neoplasia
in the right lobe and follicular lesion of undetermined
significance in the left lobe. The analytical study showed
that the lesions in both lobes were non-functional.
After two years, the neurological symptoms had not
recurred and antiphospholipid antibodies had normalized.
Three years later, he presented with a sleep disorder that was
classified as moderate supine apnea-hypopnea syndrome
treated with automatic positive pressure in the airway.
A year later, he consulted for a Bennett fracture of the
left hand without displacement that was treated with
immobilization. A new US study of the thyroid revealed
that the lesions had slightly increased in size. The nodule
of the right lobe measured 1.5 cm of maximum axis and
that of the left lobe 2 cm. The TI-RADS rating scale
remained the same for both lobe lesions. The new cytological diagnoses were similar to the previous ones. An
otorhinolaryngological study showed no abnormalities. The
patient underwent total thyroidectomy six years after the
first consultation. Postoperatively, there were no complications. Blood calcium and parathyroid hormone (PTH)
levels were normal. Both thoracoabdominal and abdominopelvic computed tomography scans with contrast showed
no significant changes. The patient was doing well three
months after the intervention.

Cytopathological findings
FNACs were performed on the patient with US control.
The cytological smears were fixed in an ethanol solution
or air dried and stained with the Papanicolaou (Pap) and
Diff-Quik methods. FNAC of the right lower lobe revealed
moderate cellularity. There were groups of clear cells or
microfollicular structures with a diffusely vacuolated
cytoplasm (Figure 1A). The cell borders were moderately
defined. The nuclei were round, hyperchromatic, with
homogenous chromatin, and visible single nucleoli. Modest
nuclear anisokaryosis was identified. Nuclear pseudoinclusions or grooves were no present. Colloid was very
scant. Based on these findings the successive diagnoses in
two samples were follicular neoplasia (Figure 1, B and C).
FNAC of the left lobe showed moderate cellularity with
follicular cells in plates and little colloid. Some cells
showed irregular nuclei with grooves. Lymphocytes were
seen in the background of the smears. The cytological
diagnoses in two samples were follicular lesion of undetermined significance.
Histopathological findings
The thyroid weighed 20 g and measured 7×5×3 cm.
The right lower lobe contained a 2 cm diameter encapsulated, solid, pale tan, fleshy, nodular lesion (Figure 2).
The left lobe showed two brown, non-encapsulated, poorly
circumscribed nodules measuring 2 cm and 0.3 cm located
in the middle zone.

Figure 1 – Fine-needle aspiration cytology. First study: (A) Groups and microfollicles of clear balloon-shaped cells
showing abundant fine vesicles in their cytoplasm. Second study: (B) A cluster and a microfollicle of clear balloonshaped cells can be seen – nuclei are round with a visible nucleolus; (C) A microfollicle is displaying a central lumen
– there is slight anisokaryosis. Papanicolaou (Pap) staining: (A–C) ×400.
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(TGB) (Figure 5B), paired box gene 8 protein (PAX8)
(Figure 5C), and thyroid transcription factor-1 (TTF-1)
(Figure 5D), whereas no immunoreactivity was seen for
renal cell carcinoma marker (RCCM), cluster of differentiation 10 (CD10), carbonic anhydrase IX (CAIX),
anti-mitochondrial antibody (AMA), PTH, p53 protein,
anti-human melanosome [human melanoma black 45
(HMB45)], S100 protein, and smooth muscle actin (SMA).
The Ki67 index was around 1%. A diagnosis of complete
clear cell change in follicular adenoma of the thyroid was
made. Besides, intrathyroidal ectopic parathyroid without
histological abnormalities was also found in the right
lower lobe. The nodules of the left lobe corresponded to
conventional hyperplasic nodules.
Table 1 – IHC antibodies used in this study

Figure 2 – Total thyroidectomy. The right lower lobe
contains a 2 cm diameter, solid, pale tan, nodular lesion.

The entire surgical specimen was fixed in 10% neutral
buffered formalin. Representative tissue samples were
embedded in paraffin. For routine microscopy, 4-μmthick sections were stained with Hematoxylin and Eosin
(HE), Alcian Blue (pH 2.5), Periodic Acid–Schiff (PAS),
PAS–Diastase digestion method, and Mayer’s Mucicarmine method. Immunohistochemical (IHC) staining
was performed using the EnVision FLEX+ Visualization
System (Dako, Agilent Technologies, SL, Las Rozas,
Madrid, Spain). The IHC reaction was performed using
appropriate tissue controls for the antibodies utilized.
Automatic staining was accomplished on a Dako Omnis
stainer (Agilent Technologies, SL). Antibodies used are
detailed in Table 1.
The nodular lesion of the right lobe was well circumscribed, with a thin smooth capsule of fibrous connective
tissue (Figure 3A). The cells were grouped in solid areas
showing a diffuse, trabecular, or nesting pattern of growth
(Figure 3B) with occasional formation of microfollicular
structures with central lumen surrounded by clear cells
(Figure 4A). The lumens contained PAS-positive colloid
(Figure 4B). These cells were large, round to polyhedral,
with an abundant clear cytoplasm showing an extremely
fine granularity due to fine vesicles. Negative Alcian Blue
and Mucicarmine stainings in these cells excluded the
presence of mucin. The PAS staining accentuated the
cytoplasmic granularity (Figure 4B) and this reaction was
diastase resistant indicating the absence of glycogen. The
nuclei were central, regular, often with visible nucleoli.
The vascularity within the lesion was not prominent.
After multiple sections, there was no evidence of multinucleated giant balloon cells, spindle cell component,
necrosis, mitoses, and extracapsular growth or vascular
invasion.
The IHC panel revealed the tumor cells positive for
pan-cytokeratin (CK) AE1/AE3 (Figure 5A), thyroglobulin

Antibody

Source

Clone

Dilution

AMA

BioGenex

113-1

Pan-CK

Dako

AE1/AE3

CD10

Dako

56C6

CAIX
Anti-human
melanosome

Abcam

Polyclonal

Dako

HMB45

Ki-67

Dako

MIB-1

1:400
FLEX
RTU
FLEX
RTU
1:1000
FLEX
RTU
FLEX
RTU
1:400
FLEX
RTU
1:200
FLEX
RTU
FLEX
RTU
1:100
FLEX
RTU
FLEX
RTU

PAX8
p53 protein
PTH

ProteinTech Polyclonal
Dako

DO-7

Nordic BioSite Polyclonal

RCCM

Dako

SPM314

SMA

Dako

1A4

S100 protein

Abcam

Ab55787

TGB

Dako

Polyclonal

TTF-1

Dako

8G7G3/1

Retrieval
solution
pH (Dako)
High
High
High
Low
High
Low
Low
High
High
Low
High
High
High
High

IHC: Immunohistochemical; AMA: Anti-mitochondrial antibody; Pan-CK:
Pan-cytokeratin; CD10: Cluster of differentiation 10; CAIX: Carbonic
anhydrase IX; HMB45: Human melanoma black 45; PAX8: Paired
box gene 8 protein; PTH: Parathyroid hormone; RCCM: Renal cell
carcinoma marker; SMA: Smooth muscle actin; TGB: Thyroglobulin;
TTF-1: Thyroid transcription factor-1; Abcam, Cambridge, UK; BioGenex
(Izasa, SA, Barcelona, Spain); Dako (Agilent Technologies, SL, Las
Rozas, Madrid, Spain); Nordic BioSite, Täby, Sweden; ProteinTech,
Barcelona, Spain; RTU: Ready-to-use.

 Discussions
Thyroid cell lesions composed predominantly (75–
100%) of clear cells are uncommon and constitute a
heterogeneous group of processes. They can include nonneoplastic lesions, benign tumors, malignant primitive
tumors, and metastatic tumors. Clear cell change in
adenoma can occur in two ways namely signet-ring cell
and balloon-shaped cell. Signet-ring cells show a large,
discrete cytoplasmic vacuole containing TGB, mucosubstances [11, 12, 22], or lipid. In the case of lipid-rich
adenoma, the cells besides a signet ring appearance
show a lipoblast-like feature with multiple vacuoles that
indent the nucleus [23, 24].
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Figure 3 – Histopathology of the follicular adenoma with clear cell change: (A) Well-circumscribed lesion with a thin
smooth capsule of fibrous connective tissue; (B) Trabeculae and solid nests of clear balloon-shaped cells containing
fine vesicles – many nuclei are central, hyperchromatic and show a single nucleolus. Hematoxylin–Eosin (HE) staining:
(A and B) ×400.

Figure 4 – Architecture of the follicular adenoma with clear cell-change: (A) Microfollicular architecture, structures
with a central lumen are surrounded by clear cells – scant amount of colloid shows pale eosinophilic staining; (B) Central
lumina are occupied by PAS-positive colloid – the PAS staining accentuates the cytoplasmic granularity produced by
the confluence of fine cytoplasmic vesicles. Hematoxylin–Eosin (HE) staining: (A) ×400. Periodic Acid–Schiff (PAS)
staining: (B) ×400.
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Figure 5 – IHC reactivity of the follicular adenoma with clear cell change. The clear balloon-shaped cells show positivity
for pan-CK AE1/AE3 (A, ×200), TGB (B, ×400), PAX8 (C, ×400), and TTF-1 (D, ×400). IHC: Immunohistochemical;
Pan-CK: Pan-cytokeratin; TGB: Thyroglobulin; PAX8: Paired box gene 8 protein; TTF-1: Thyroid transcription
factor-1.

Clear cells in the cytological smears as seen in our case
have uncommonly been reported in FNAC [10, 25–27].
The presence of these cells creates a complex differential
diagnosis that includes benign or malignant primary thyroid
tumors and metastatic neoplasms. Malignant follicular
carcinomas with clear cells are characterized by very
cellular smears. Tumor cells are usually monomorphic,
and they are arranged in clusters or acinar structures [26].
However, some authors informed about the difficulty of
the cytological staining for TGB [25].
Diagnostic histopathological criteria for clear, balloonshaped cell follicular adenoma include: (i) encapsulated
tumor, (ii) with evidence of follicular cell differentiation,
(iii) with presence of abundant clear balloon-shaped cells
(≥75%), and (iv) not invading through the capsule and/or
growing into the blood vessels. Minute follicles with a
dot-like intraluminal PAS-positive colloid surrounded
by a ring of balloon cells can be helpful. Confirming the
results of other authors, we did not find mucin, lipid,
or significant glycogen in the tumor cells. The neoplasm
characteristically shows positivity for pan-CK AE1/AE3,
TGB, PAX8, and TTF-1. The cytoplasmic empty vesicles
are membrane-bound and represent a degenerative phenomenon. They are believed to derive from the Golgi
apparatus [14], endoplasmic reticulum [10] or both [19].
Balloon-cell change in follicular adenoma is rare. A

review of the literature has revealed only 20 published
cases [1, 10, 13–21]. In this review, we have not included
cases diagnosed with uncertain [28] or undetermined
malignant potential [1] and those in which the clear cell
change presumably affected less than 75% of the lesion
[27]. The clinicopathological data of the previously reported
20 cases of follicular adenoma with balloon-cell change,
as well as our case are summarized in Table 2.
The study of these 21 cases has revealed that the ages
of the patients ranged from 22 years to 70 years, with a
mean and median of 41.6 [standard deviation (SD) 12.8]
years and 41 years, respectively. There was a clear
predominance in women (M:F, 1:6). The most frequent
location was in either of both lobes (81.8%) rarely
affecting the isthmus [13, 15]. One case was observed in
an ectopic thyroid in the right angle of the jaw [18]. The
size ranged from 0.7 cm to 5.5 cm (mean 2.9, SD 1.4 cm,
median 2.5 cm). The type of surgical intervention was
lobectomy for 10 (55.5%) cases, thyroidectomy for six
(33.3%) cases, and excision for two (11.1%) cases. In one
case, the lobectomy was accompanied by lymph node
dissection [19]. No cases recurred or extended outside the
thyroid.
The main differential diagnoses include intrathyroidal
clear cell tumor of parathyroid origin, clear cell carcinoma
of follicular, oncocytic, papillary, medullary or undiffer-
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entiated (anaplastic) origin, paraganglioma, metastatic
clear cell carcinoma, especially of renal origin, metastatic
balloon-cell melanoma, and clear large-cell lymphoma.
Intrathyroidal parathyroid may be affected by water-clear
cell hyperplasia and water-clear adenoma [29, 30].
Table 2 – Published cases of clear cell thyroid
adenomas with balloon-shaped morphology
Operation/
Age
Percentage
Case No./
Size
outcome,
[years]/ Location
of clear
[Reference]
[cm]
follow-up
Gender
cells
[years]
Thy/
1/[13]
38/F
Isthmus NA
Pred
A&W, 9
Left
Lob/
2/[13]
46/F
5.5
Pred
lobe
A&W, 0.5
Left
Lob/
3[14]
61/F
NA
100
lobe
A&W, 0.5
NA/
4[14]
41/F
NA
4
100
A&W, 2
5/[1]

33/F

NA

NA

100

6/[1]

39/F

NA

NA

100

7/[1]

48/M

NA

NA

100

8/[1]

22/F

NA

NA

100

9/[1]

70/F

NA

NA

100

10/[1]

52/F

NA

NA

80

Lob/NA

11/[1]

50/F

NA

NA

80

Lob/
A&W, 1

12/[15]

27/F

2.5

100

Excision/
A&W, 2

13/[10]

37/F

4.2

100

Thy/NA

14/[16]

44/F

NA

NA

NA

NA/
A&W, NA

15/[16]

26/F

NA

NA

NA

NA/NA

2.2

100

Thy/NA

2

100

Excision/
NA

0.7

100

Lob and
lymph
node
dissection/
NA

2.6

100

Lob/NA

3

100

Lob/NA

2

100

Thy/
A&W, 0.2

16/[17]

47/F

17/[18]

29/F

18/[19]

29/F

19/[20]

61/M

20/[21]

28/F

21/Our
report

45/M

Right
lobe and
isthmus
Right
lobe

Right
lobe
Ectopic,
right
angle of
the jaw
Left
lobe
Right
lobe
Left
lobe
Right
lobe

Lob/NA
Lob/
A&W, 10
Thy/
A&W, 1
Lob/
A&W, 4
Thy/
A&W, 3

F: Female; M: Male; NA: Not ascertained; Pred: Predominant; Thy:
Thyroidectomy; A&W: Alive and well; Lob: Lobectomy.

Clinical suspicion can be low due to normal serum
calcium levels in some cases. Besides, these parathyroid
lesions may show follicular formation, papillary fragments,
and colloid [29, 30]. Furthermore, renal cell carcinoma
antigen has been reported positive in parathyroid adenomas
[29, 30]. However, cells are positive for PTH IHC staining
and negative for TGB. The criteria for malignancy for a
clear follicular tumor include capsular or blood vessel
invasion [1, 4]. Clear cell oncocytic tumors are characterized by vesicular swelling of mitochondria. This change

can be detected with anti-mitochondrial antibody or ultrastructural study. The diagnosis of malignancy is obvious
when the tumor invades the capsule or blood vessels. Clear
cell change is more common in the follicular variant of
papillary carcinoma than in the conventional type [4].
The optically clear nuclei, pseudoinclusions, and nuclear
grooves are diagnostic features. Medullary carcinoma
rarely is made up of clear cells [2]. The tumor can show
some degree of follicle formation. Deposits of amyloid
substance in the stroma are observed in up to 90% of cases.
Immunohistochemically, tumor cells are reactive for
calcitonin and neuroendocrine markers, such as chromogranin A (CgA) and synaptophysin (Syn) and unreactive
for TGB. Ultrastructurally, the tumor contains densecore secretory granules [4]. Clear cell undifferentiated
(anaplastic carcinoma) of thyroid origin [31–33] can be
difficult to distinguish from metastatic renal carcinoma.
Mitoses may be numerous [31] and tumor cell cannibalism
occasional [33]. Tumor necrosis foci, hemorrhage [31,
32], and numerous lymphocytes and plasma cells can be
present in the stroma [31, 33]. IHC methods detected in
two cases the presence of intracytoplasmic TGB [32]. Lowmolecular-weight keratin [34] and PAX8 are considered
useful markers for this neoplasm [35, 36]. The ultrastructural study can show cells containing tonofilament
bundles and keratohyalin granules suggestive of squamous
differentiation [31, 33]. Paragangliomas can show clear
cells. Neoplastic cells are arranged in nests with a characteristic “zellballen” pattern. Tumors present positivity for
CgA, Syn, neuron-specific enolase (NSE), and tyrosine
hydroxylase in chief tumor cells, and S100 protein and
glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP) in sustentacular
cells [37]. CKs 7, 8, and 19 are negative. Clear cell
renal cell carcinoma (CCRCC) may present as a thyroid
nodule, while the primary renal tumor is silent [5, 6].
Distinguishing this tumor from clear cell thyroid adenoma
by routine staining is difficult. Metastatic CCRCC usually
lacks complete encapsulation and shows prominent
vascularization in the stroma. The cells show diastasesensitive PAS-positive material and are Oil Red O
reactive. An IHC panel highly sensitive for this tumor
includes TTF-1, TGB, CAIX [38], CD10, and RCCM.
Metastatic balloon cell melanoma stains positive for S100
protein, HMB45, Melan-A, natural killer 1/complement
component 3 (NK1/C3) (anti-CD63 antibody) [39–41],
and SRY-box transcription factor 10 (SOX10) [42]. Clear
large-cell lymphoma may simulate an epithelial tumor but
displays a distinctive IHC lymphoma panel including
positivity for leukocyte common antigen (CD45) [43, 44]
and negativity for pan-CK.
 Conclusions
When the pathologist faces a tumor with clear balloonshaped cells in cytology or biopsy, the diagnostic spectrum
is broad. The problem can be solved with a careful
routine assessment including HE and PAS stainings and
the use of an adequate IHC panel. TGB immunostaining
is a specific marker for thyroid follicular cells and allows
separating tumors of non-thyroid origin. The criteria for
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malignancy are the same as for conventional follicular
tumors: invasion through the capsule and/or intravascular
growth. It should be noted that the cytological IHC study
may be compromised due to methodological difficulties.
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